
Vicki St. Pierre – mezzo-soprano 

What the Critics Say! 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

St. Pierre has an unusual mezzo voice, clear and light, deep in its register, but not so earthy 

in its timbre as many other mezzos.  The resulting sound invitingly combines clarity of 

expression and beauty of tone.         Toronto Globe & Mail 

 

 

The strongest element by far was the ringing mezzo-soprano of Vicki St. Pierre, who, 

surprisingly, performed both as Dido, the smitten queen, and the Sorceress bent on her 

destruction. Call her an outstanding triple threat, with her penetrating tone, assured 

phrasing and laser-like diction.                   The Montreal Gazette 

 

 

Also impressive was mezzo-soprano Vicki St. Pierre in the dual roles of Arnalta and 

Nutrice; she has a strong, meaty voice that conveys a myriad of nuance.  

Opera Canada Magazine 

 

Mezzo-soprano Vicki St. Pierre is clearly a rising star with her big, bold, lusty sound that 

rings clear and true!      Classical 96.3 FM (Toronto) 

        

Favoured with a strong, even tone, St. Pierre sang with obvious ease and a compelling 

musical personality.  Her superb mezzo voice permitted a clarity in the project of words not 

always realized by the others.       Calgary Herald 

 

Mezzo Vicki St. Pierre was a model of clarity, deftly shaping the music.  A treat to 

experience…exhilarating!                              The Toronto Star  

 

         

…her (St. Pierre) sense of dramatic characterization felt fully committed and her timbres 

never too harsh or nasal.          The Edmonton Journal 

 

 

Alto Vicki St. Pierre was outstanding in her command of the music.  Her declamation of the 

words was vivid, and her attention to the musical values was impeccable.   

        Eugene (Oregon) Register 

         

Mezzo-soprano Vicki St. Pierre is a remarkably astute and subtle singer.  Pitch-perfect ...as 

smooth as silk.        Kitchener-Waterloo Record 

 

 

She has a voice rich with both a darkness and brilliance – a strong, capturing presence on 

the stage.       The London Free Press 

 

Vicki St. Pierre’s rich contralto voice was filled with emotion and drama.   

                      The Toronto Star 

         

…a wonderfully strong and clear voice.  St. Pierre’s diction was remarkably clear, her 

rhythm exact, and her voice truly lovely.    Peterborough Journal 


